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Tryit s.r.l. was born from the experience of over 
30 years of its founders, Salvatore D’Alessandro 
and Andrea Migliaccio, who decided to merge 
their skills to create a new business reality.

The professionality acquired over the years, the 
knowledge of the distribution and the logistics 
field, along with a new company structure, are 
what makes Tryit the ideal partner for those 
enterprises which want to move their business 
on national territory through a reliable, effective 
and efficient system.

With 2 logistic hubs in Campania, the 
headquartes being in San Marco Evangelista, 
Caserta, and another two separate locations in 
Polla, Salerno and Perugia, Tryit is able to offer 
a tailored service in 24/48h on a National level.

Our territorial coverage is constantly expanding.

Experience has 
made history. 
Looking ahead is 
the way to evolve.

Tryit Logistics | Company
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From transport 
to storage,
we take care 
of everything.
Tryit is characterized by its ability to provide 
a wide range of services to ensure that each 
client’s need is satisfied in every case when 
it comes to transportation, distribution and 
logistics.

As a matter of fact, our company has 
perfectioned an already strong system that is 
based on streamlining business processes 
with accuracy. That consequently enables 
us to distribute pallet goods throughout all the 
italian country, islands included.

*As for the regions of Campania, Basilicata and Molise 
we carry out a door to door distribution in 24/48h.
Islands: Capri, Ischia, Procida.

Transport • Logistics • Storage

merchandise 
management, 
deposit and 
storage
so that the distribution all over the 
territory is optimized

1
seasonal 
peak volumes 
management
creating pre-planned tailored 
strategies based on what the 
customers call for

2

keeping an eye
on deadlines
making sure perishable goods traffic 
is dealt with by following the most 
rational criteria

3
national
transport
groupage shipments

4

Tryit Logistics | Services
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Tryit Logistics | Fleet

An entire fleet at your disposal. Our fleet 
is vastly assorted, made up of wagons of 
different scope, vans, trailer trucks and 
tractors equipped with either refrigerator and 
curtainsider trailers.

Sure enough, thanks to the different types 
of courier at our own disposal, Tryit is able 
to satisfy every request and demand by 
gauging the most advantageous solution 
together with the client. 

You will take active part in the decision 
making.Our services are studied based 
on individual needs and, therefore highly 
customized.

Our fleet keeps on growing.

We’re going 
in the same 
direction together

Fleet
Curtainsider trucks 
optimizes loading the vehicle from the side.

Length 13,60 m 
Height up to 2,70 m

*Each lorry is equipped with a rib structure and a steel bars  
to guarantee the safety and stability of the goods.

Refrigerator lorries
High Cube
Length 13,60 m 
Height up to 2,86 m

*Each lorry is equipped with a thermometer, recorder  
and steel bars to ensure the stability of the goods.

Wagons and vans 
of different types
 
120, 115, 100, 80, 75, 65, 35 kg

*All our vehicles are provided with GPS Satellite Systems.
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The numbers
that count Tryit Logistics | Numbers

Merchandise 
management
and storage

Company Profile

48%
food

22%
beverage

2%
other than 

FMCG 

Foundation year: 2010
Employees: 25 
Shipments: around 100.000

Hubs

15%
baby food

4%
personal

care

3%
pet food

Caserta
4500 sqm

6%
home care

Salerno
2000 sqm

Perugia
2000 sqm
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That means creating a better company, stronger 
and more stable, and being diligent when it 
comes to commitments by taking action with a 
business mindset. 

•  We help companies to achieve great results 
and to create long-term relationships by acting 
with due competence, offering true value to the 
business.

•  We value what’s different and unique about 
each individual contribution, promoting a 
trustworthy, open and inclusive work space.

•  We aim to continuously get better at being 
transparent, flexible and dynamic when it comes 
to our work.

Tryit aims to distinguish itself for its ability to 
satisfy every request on the market, interpreting 
and anticipating its demands by developing 
multiple closely studied services in order to offer 
the type of logistics that operates at 360°.

•  Strike for quality not only by satisfying but also 
by exceeding our customers’ needs.

•  Answer efficiently by building transparent and 
long-lasting relationships through our constant 
commitment to always offer high-quality, valuable 
and useful services. 

•  Innovating our skills by constantly growing so 
that we can always ensure an excellent, proactive 
and flexible service.

We live up 
to our promises

Our daily 
mission

Tryit Logistics | Values & Mission
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New, safe, ready for everything.

Our fleet is always ready to take off.
Lorries, vans and wagons, everything you need for safe and customized shipments. Find out what’s the 
best solution for your needs, our customer care is ready to assist you.
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Our journey 
begins here.

Tryit S.r.l. 
via Tescione - Parco S. Antonio, 144/146
81100 Caserta (CE) ‒ Italia 

Tel. (+39) 082 37 42 485

info@tryitlogistics.it
tryitlogistics.it 

VAT Number: 03643540614

Hubs 
Caserta (headquarters)
via delle Industrie, unnumbered
81020 San Marco Evangelista 
Tel. (+39) 082 37 42 485 

Salerno
Località Sant’Antuono, unnumbered 
84035 Polla  

Perugia
via dell’Artigianato, 14 
06050 Collepepe

Iscrizione all’albo n° CE/7004351/P

Tryit at your fingertips
With the new Ws Truck APP.
Download the App for an easy 
and reliable management of the 
entire operating chains.
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